Businesses face a broad spectrum of cybersecurity threats that can significantly disrupt operations, breach confidential data, and damage reputations. TrueFort Platform offers a robust suite of products designed to enable businesses to protect against, and recover from, potential cyber risks swiftly. By leveraging TrueFort’s solutions, organizations create an intersection of cybersecurity and business continuity planning for maximum resilience.

Building Cyber-Resilient Infrastructure with TrueFort® Platform

TrueFort empowers businesses to build a strong defense against cyber risks through several mechanisms:

- **Risk Assessment and Prevention**: TrueFort helps organizations understand their cybersecurity landscape by conducting thorough risk assessments. Companies implement preventative measures to ward off potential threats by identifying weaknesses and vulnerabilities. This proactive approach reduces the risk of business operation disruption.

- **Enhanced Network Security**: TrueFort products protect businesses by securing their network infrastructure. Baselining all East/West traffic, blocking unauthorized network connections, and ensuring software and systems are updated, are all ways TrueFort helps organizations shield themselves from potential cyber attacks.

- **Prompt Threat Detection and Response**: TrueFort’s real-time threat detection capabilities and automated actions allow businesses to identify and block anomalous behavior quickly. These tools are crucial for minimizing the impact of an attack and ensuring rapid recovery, preserving business continuity.
• **Incident Response Planning:** In the event of a cyber incident, TrueFort’s incident response planning tools guide organizations through immediate actions. By providing clear and actionable notifications and insights, TrueFort helps security teams swiftly mitigate the impact of incidents, ensuring business operations continuity.

• **Continual Improvement and Learning:** Post-incident, TrueFort encourages organizations to learn from their experiences to strengthen their cybersecurity measures further. By conducting post-incident reviews and updating response and continuity plans, businesses can improve their resilience against future incidents.

• **Microsegmentation Optimization:** TrueFort Platform brings zero trust on a granular level, significantly reducing the blast radius of any incident and promoting regulatory best practices.

Prompt Incident Identification and Response with TrueFort® Platform

TrueFort’s automated security controls and real-time threat detection and mitigation capabilities ensure that businesses promptly identify and block anomalous behavior, even as they maintain compliance with regulatory standards.

TrueFort Platform puts you in control of solutions that foster a culture of cyber resilience by treating cybersecurity not merely as a technical issue but as a critical business risk. By embracing TrueFort’s proactive approach to prevention, detection, response, recovery, and improvement, organizations can enhance their resilience against cyber threats and ensure swift recovery from incidents.

At TrueFort, we believe that preparation is the key to success in cybersecurity. Allow us to bolster your business continuity with our comprehensive cybersecurity solutions.

### ABOUT TRUEFORT

TrueFort® Platform puts you in control of lateral movement across the data center and cloud. The TrueFort Cloud extends protection beyond network activity by shutting down the abuse of service accounts. Founded by former IT executives from Bank of America and Goldman Sachs, leading global enterprises trust TrueFort to deliver unmatched application environment discovery and microsegmentation for accounts and activity.

For more information, visit [truefort.com](http://truefort.com) and follow us on [Twitter](http://twitter.com) and [LinkedIn](http://linkedin.com).
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